A tableau is a quasi-tableau whose labels increase strictly down each column. A standard tableau (resp. a standard quasi-tableau) is a tableau (resp. a quasi-tableau) Tx in which each number 1, 2 ..... 121 occurs exactly once so that its weight is (1, ..., 1). Figure 3a shows a standard tableau and Fig. 3b shows a standard quasi-tableau, both of which have the shape {5~>3~>2}/{2>~ 1}.
LATTICE PATHS AND SKEW TABLEAUX
2.1. Let 7r = N x N. By a path of lr, we mean a sequence w = (So, sl, ..., s,) of points si = (xi, yi) in rc such that for each i, 1 ~< i~ n, either
Xi-l=Xi, Yi-l=yi+l (a vertical step) or Yi-l=Yi, xi l=xi-1 (a horizontal step), where n is called the length of w, So (resp. sn) is called the initial (resp. terminal) point of w. See Fig. 4 for a path w of 7r with length 8. Each path w determines a Ferrer diagram and hence a partition denoted by 2w in a natural way. The partition determined by the path in Fig. 4 bl >/be. In particular, in the case when a I = b2 = 0, each path in P(c~,/3) determines a partition which is contained in the rectangular partition ab2 t={a2~ > --. >~a2}.
bl times Actually, the map w ~ 2 w is a bijection from the set P(~,/3) to the set of partitions contained in ab2 L Thus by [1] , we have [P(~,/3)j = tt~2+bl~b~ j, where the sets {jtll~t~b} and {krll<,r<~a}. We define T(w ") by setting
= k r and ,t(,) -; for 1 ~< r ~< a, 1 ~ t ~< b. For example, Fig. 5a shows l,s+r ~2, t --Jt the quasi-tableau T(w 2) of shape {694}/{2} associated to the path w in Fig. 4 ; Fig. 5b shows the quasi-tableau T(w °) of shape {4 )4} associated to the same path. We see that the former is a standard tableau but the latter is not.
Let a, b
, s e 7/and e, fle n be as in 2.3. For the partitions 2 = {a + s )b} and # = {s}, let T(2/#) be the set of all quasi-tableaux of shape 4/#. It is clear that the map q),: w~ T~ ) is a bijection from the set P(~, fl) to the set T(2/#). It is also clear that under the map q~s, T~ ) is a standard tableau if and only if the partition associated to the path w is contained in the partition
2(a,b,s)={b) ... )b)b-1)b-2)
... )s} by [1] .
(ii) a = b and s = 0. In this case, p(a, b, s) is equal to the number of all partitions contained in the staircase partition {a ~> a-1 >/ ... >~ 1 } and hence
which is known as a Catalan number [2] . 
Proof
Now we are ready to show 
For any integers a, b > 0, s >~ 0 with a + s >~ b, we have P(a'b's)=(a+b~ ( a /-\a+s+

IP(T, fl)l= a+s+l "
Thus our proof will be accomplished once we construct a bijection from the set P'(~, fl, s) to the set P(V, fl). We see that a path in P(a, fl) belongs to the set P'(~, fl, s) if and only if it intersects the line L: x + y = a + s + 1 of ~2 (see Fig. 6 , for example). 4.2. Given a path t/in P'(c~, fl, s), let 3 be the lowest common point of the path t/and the line L. Then r/ can be divided into two parts t/l, t/2 with t/leP(e, 6) and tl2eP(6, fl). There exists a unique path t/' ~P(7, fl) passing through the point 6 and obtained from ~/by replacing the part t/a by its image q] under the reflection of N2 to the line L (see Fig. 6 , for example). Then it is easily checked that the map t/~ q' is a bijection from the set P'(a, fl, s) to P(y, fl) and hence Theorem 3.5 follows. 5 . THE RELATION BETWEEN THE NUMBERS p(a, b, s) AND f(n, k) 5.1. For n i> 1 and k ~> 0, define
This number has the following combinatorial meaning. Consider the sequences of positive integers (al, a2 ..... an) satisfying the conditions:
i (l~<i~<n).
Then for n~> 1 and O<<.k<<.n, f(n,k) is exactly the number of such sequences with (iii) an = k.
(See [2] .) It is easily seen that there exists a bijective map from the set of sequences (al, a2, ..., an) satisfying conditions (i)-(iii) to the set of partitions contained in the partition 2(n-2, k-1, 1) (see (2.4.1)) by sending (al, a2 ..... an) to {an-1-1 >~an-2-1 >f ... ~>a2-1}. Thusf(n, k) is also the number of all partitions contained in 2(n -2, k -1, 1), i.e., 
